SUPERSTITIONS!

Toss this over your left shoulder if you spill any at the table
Every time a bell rings an __ gets its wings
Step on a __, break your mother's back
Goosebumps on your back mean someone is walking on your __
Breaking a mirror brings __ years of bad luck
Don't pick up a coin if the __ side is up - it will bring bad luck
A four-leaf __ can bring you luck - if you can find one!
This day is especially unlucky if it falls on the 13th
If your nose __ you will soon have a quarrel
Walking under a __ is bad luck
Saying "God bless you" after a sneeze was meant to ward off the __
The foot of this animal is said to be lucky
Kissing this Irish stone give the kisser the gift of eloquence
Your wish will come true if you blow out all your birthday __
A pregnant woman should not attend a __
If your ears or cheeks start to burn someone is __ about you
Red sky at night, sailor's delight; red sky in morning, sailors take __
Most people do not want this colored animal to cross their path
Something old, something new, something __, something blue
__ on a new baseball bat will make it lucky
The most unlucky number
__ off the stem of an apple can predict who you will marry
Don't open this object inside a house
Some people save the __ of a turkey so that they can make a wish
"___ ___" is a common salutation to those going onstage
A __ hung over a door brings good luck if it's hung the right way
__'s child is full of woe, according to an old poem
A wish made on a __ __ is said to come true

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

______

____

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

___________________________
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